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Whilst there is no doubt that non-abelian gauge theories' form the
basis, in one way or another, of our present understanding of gravitation, strong,weak and electromagnetic interactions,not much is known
about the mathematical structure of the associated field theories. It
is possible that questions relating to quark confinement or the Higgs
mechanism would become accessible mathematically if we had a good understanding of gauge theories which went beyond perturbation theory. Tnat
.seems to us sufficient reason to embark upon the exploration of many
different aspects of the theory even though the outcome is not assured;
such as instantons, the 1/N expansion or lattice gauge theories.
This abstract is intended to indicate the content'of five lectures, one of which v;as introductory whilst the others described in some
detail most of the Ingredients that enter into a calculation of the
(0/2)
contribution of instantons to the gauge theory functional integral.

A typical gauge theory is defined by an action such as,
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where ^
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Is a fermi field transforming according to some representation

of the gauge group G, and F ^ is the field strength tensor regarded as
an (anti-hermitean) element of the Lie algebra of G in the adjoint representation. Thus, if A ^ i s the vector potential
while for example, for if* in the fundamental representation of G, the
covariant derivative is

Under gauge transformations

A,.., j-A^s +f1rs
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and the action Is, of course, invariant.
The Green functions of the quantum field theory corresponding to
the action (1) are given by a set of functional integrals of the form.

(5)
where J represents products of the fields at different space-time
(a)
points. Belavin, Polyakov, Schwarz and Tyupkin initiated a program of
exploration for the functional Integral (5) (ignoring the fermi field ^ )
by making the following observations:
(i) to define the functional integral properly it should be defined
instead for a euclidean space-time, in which case the action S is positive (or zero) and the i in the exponent is replaced by -1,
(il) then, whenever S is finite the potential Ate must approach at
r

large distances a pure gauge g 9 g. The gauge function g (which is to
be regarded as a function of the angles on the * sphere at 06 ' in
G*21 b£ thought. C± SL5 a map Irom the sphere S

3

R

A

into the gauge group fl.

Such maps fall naturally into equivalence classes under hoinotopy and,
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if the group G is simple and compact the equivalence classes are labelled
y the integers. Moreover, ignoring ^

• t n e action obeys the following

inequality (provided we choose A^ to belong to a specific homo1^>y class "
in the above sense)
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(6)

where the integer k is just the label for the class to which the potential belongs.
(iii) The equality in eq.(6) is attained if the field strength F v
is self-dual (or anti-self-dual) i.e.,
* 4Ç
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e
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(7)

The problem of finding all the solutions"to eq.(7) for a given integer k is of interest in its own right and has exercised the ingenuity
of a number of physicists and attracted the attention of mathematicians.
The latter were able to cast the problem in. terms of algebraic geom trjand hence find a remarkable way of solving if. The solution to the pr blem provided by Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin and Manin (ADHM), whilst r 1 ing on deep mathematics for its derivation, can nevertheless b

pre

t-

ed in> a simple and appealing form and used to tackle the problem of how
to estimate the functional integral (5).

r

The ADHM construction works for any gauge group G and is described in more detail elsewhere. However, for SU(2) we' can quickly summarise
the results. Writing

Af . • * « * , * _ ,

,

.v>. i

(8)

where v is a ijatrix. with k+1 rows and 1 column (whose entries are ZxZ
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matrices of the form

of»tfa-fcof.

ff

where

£

are the Pauli f-matr-

ices (i.e. quaternion's)), the vector potential solves equation(7) and
belongs to the class labelled by k provided the components of v are chosen in a clever way. Moreover, all solutions to eq(7) may be found in
this manner.

The matrix v is to be chosen as follows, v is constrained to be orthogonal to a set of k other similar matrices which are themselves linearly independent and linear functions of the euclidean coordinates x. ,
(also best thought of for this purpose as the 2x2 matrix .K^lX.ti

) . Thus

(9)
or, making explicit all the indices and summations,

The parameters describing the solutions:to eq(7) (instantons) reside
in the' constant matrices .a and b v/hich have to be such that,

[ t - y y (»•».:>]

- lf „„, v« .» „.P. „.

Unfortunately, the constraints (10) have- not so far proved' to be soluble
and the degrees of freedom of the instantons (8)k|-J> of them) cannot be
made completely explicit. However, even without the explicit representation for the solutions it is possible to' go some way tov/ards evaluating the functional integral (5) as g - > 0 . The reason for this is that
certain useful quantities, such as Green functions and functional determinants (for differential operators like the gauge covariant Laplacian D

), are calculable albeit as implicit functions of the instanton

parameters.
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/ r i l i n g the euclideari version of (5) and omitting the fermi f i e l d
a nay write an asymptotic expansion for the functional i n t e g r a l v a l i d
for aniall g,
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In eq(ll)ïï(k)is the number of degrees of freedom of a k-instantont
•* /* is a parameter with the dimensions of an inverse length and, t. , i=l..H(k
•are the instanton parameters. The instanton parameters occur in the integrands implicitly, since D % is the gauge covariant Laplacian (evaluated in the adjoint representation of the gauge group) and

(àòґ - ьЧ- + Ч^

J,

U2)

both evaluated for the instanton vector potential. The primes on the
determinants indicate the omission of zero modes and the factor ifxT is
. given by

' N • A* f (Vx P *A 1

<«>

A'nice derivation of equation (11) has been given by Schwarz but it
can also be thought of as the result of the familiar Fadeev-Popov
manipulation in the 'background1 gauge.
Several problems with the quantities appearing in eq(ll) are
immediately apparent. The determinants have to be defined in a sensible
Tiay; there is no point merely taking the product of e i g e n v a l u e s ^ one
i*juld for a finite dimensional matrix* There are two reasons-for this,
firstly, the operators are not defined over a compact manifold and
hence there are 'infra-red1 divergences—simply because the differential
operators have eigenvalues arbitrarily close to zero. On the other hand
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there are also arbitrarily large eigenvalues leading to 'ultra-violet1
divergences. The former are not so serious as the latter since they way
be removed by performing all calculations on the compact manifold S
(regarded as the surface of a five-dimensional sphere of large radius R ) .
It then transpires that tho divergent parts of the determinants as R--*%o
arc independent of the instanton parameters and contribute an overall
factor to Z - , eq(ll), rather than contributing differently tern by terra.
In particular, the variation of the logarithm of any determinant v/ith
respect to any instanton parameter will be finite as R -3 »a .
The ultraviolet divergences are more serious and require more skill
for their removal. There are many ways of discussing ultraviolet divergences developped by field theorists but a particularly elegant, and for
this case very useful one is tho so-called zeta function regularisation.
It has been studied by many people in various contexts over the years,
flo)

and recently advocated by Hawking in the context of goneral relativity.
Tho method also corresponds closely to the way in which mathematicians
have decided to define the •toilon' of an operator such as D x ( or,

00
such as the Laplacian on a Ricmannian manifold studied by Ray and Singer).
Some details of the zeta function method of defining determinants
we ire explained and illustrated by examples from quantum mechanics and
field theory in addition to being applied to the gauge theory problem.
3riefly, the ideas are as follows.
For a finite dimensional hermitean matrix A whose eigenvalues are
all positive (not zero), we may define a fzeta function1

*•»• •? x"
v/ith the following obvious properties
• (a) dimA=

1A(°)

(b) detA= exp(- § * I • >.
dS ls*o

(15)
<l6>

For finite dimensional matrices the zeta function (1-t) is an analytic
function of the complex variable s. For operators, such as

[ —£>*•+ % « - V 3 )
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defined over S * , the corresponding zeta function has to be defined by
analytic continuation since the definition as an infinite sum, analogous
to eq(lZf), is convergent, typically, only for sufficiently large Res,
(in our case R e s > 2 ) . So "defined *5_ (s) is an analytic function of s
with simple poles for certain real positive values of s (in our case s=l,2)
•>
.
''0
In particular,
5 (s) is regular at 8=0.
f>
To perform the' analytic continuation it is convenient to use an
Integral representation for ' J^Cs):

**fd • Fto {***** I

v (

-ftfr^j*)) ***

<w

where *L (x,y;t) is the solution to the equation

(18)

Thus, in our case (and in the limit R -3o0 )

5-» » *** J00*1* *s" fjf*
• --L ± fjtx Vff

w
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(19)

where C(A) is the value of the quadratic casimir operator for the gauge
group 6 In the adjoint representation, (I.e. for SU(N), C(A)=N). On the
other hand for the operator

1»,м

»

At

?3 кС<й

-*oo

(20)

just as it should be bearing in mind what we already know about asymp
totic freedom, the value of N(k) and the fact that (as R «-* d* )

[ -»'CŞo]**-. «"+'(-»
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For the details of all the foregoing remarks ref( 2. ) might be found
helpful. Certainly, in the sense that the genera lisations of eqs(15)
and (16) determine the dimensions of the differential operators in which
we are interested, and hence the scaling properties of their determinants,
we can verify the relationship between a redefinition of M. and the runnln
coupling constant.
To evaluate the determinants is trickier. An examination of the
above manipulations leading to "5L-.(0)i" "5^ ^ ) r e v e a l that they v/ork
because these quantities are the residues of the pole at s=0 in the analytic continuation of the integral in eq(17). For the determinants that
is not the case. However, if instead of the determinant we consider its
variation with respect to the set of instanton parameters then a similar,
but rather more complicated, calculation can be performed. Thus, in
more detail:

-

%

'

. 5 -l- w - *; >S» **" k * ^fr(*<*» .«* *fr s c**>)

(21)

v/here 6(x,y) is the Groen function for the covariant Laplacian D ,

tf, $(?'*)

• - ?(*-!>)

(22)

Brov/n and Creamer pointed out that v/henever the gauge vector potential used to define the Green function, etc., above, satisfies the
'sourceless Yang-Mills equations it will be possible to split the Green
function into two pieces, only one of which is singular, viz.,
' I

5C*»-0 -

H

~ T ~ i P ^ p J A-JV

+ Ctv.9)

(23)

In which case a careful calculation shows that -

&*«•" ^

-*[»r(^«fr-.+ «ha)^.)1|i9]
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«
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the manifestly singular parts in eq(23) being automatically excluded.
In order to proceed further it is necessary to compute all the
constituents of eq(2-0 in some detail. It has already been pointed out
how the vector potential A*, is constructed from the (oblong) matrix
v, via eqs(8),(9) and (10). Varying the instanton parameters amounts to
varying the components of the matrices a and b whilst maintaining the
constraints expressed by eq(10). Thus D

and $A

are known. The quant-

ity R(x,y) would be calculable given G(x,y) and a way of calculating
the path-ordered exponential from the vector potential. The latter is
possible (up to any required order in (x-y)

) but somowhat tedious

since we are unaware of any simple expression for it. Fortunately, the
former is also possible, and perhaps amazingly, there lis quite a simple

«1 6 )
and elegant expression for the Green function.
The basic result about instanton Green functions is that if we
consider the covariant Laplacian in the fundamental representation of
the gauge group then its Green function G- (x,y) is given by

$,<».-)-

*******

(25)

4irVjjr
In other words,.the simplest generalisation away from the Green function
for the ordinary Laplacian, 3

, having the correct gauge transformation

properties and involving the matrix v. However, to evaluate eql2-+)
we need the .Green function for the Laplacian in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, G*(x,y).- To understand how the Green function
we require relates to tho one we know, eq(25), it is necessary to understand the formation of tensor products within the context of the ADHM
construction, along the lines proposed in refs(

if or «f ) . Needless

to say, whilst we may regard the adjoint representation of any group as
(part of) the tensor product representation FQPi and hence write the
vector potential simply in terms of v, it is too much to expect to be
able to take the tensor product of quantities like those appearing in
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eq(25) to produce the adjoint <Jreen function. Rather the correct proced-

ure leads to

c

*_

-J_

V*&0© VTW 0 - TO ) VM® v*(»)

where Oft) is an interesting matrix, quantity, depending upon the instanton
parameters a.b in a completely con formally invariant way. The Green
function for the adjoint representation can be deduced from eq(26) by
projection.
Armed with expressions for A.

, JA

9

eqs(25) and (26) and inform-

ation regarding tensor'products it is possible.to derive..expressions
for | J - (0), and hence for the determinant of -D A**' , in any representation of the gauge group. This has been.done (with a varying degree of
completeness) by a number of 'groups and for'the adjoint representation
A*)
by Jack.' The final tasks of undoing the variation -with respe.ct to the.
*

»

•"

.

instanton parameters and.writing the result in a useful form has also
0 p

)

been attempted, the most complete results so far being those of- Jack.

(n)

However, unlike the situation with the 0(3) 6*-model in two dimensions,
it has not yet proved possible to recognise the terms in the expansion
<*0
(11) as contributions to a known partition function. In view of that,

a great deal of work remains to be /lone before-any useful physical information can be extracted .from. (11). Besides, it- is possible that other -- • ' *
.
-" •
.
-' "•
natural and interesting structures will eventually be revealed and have
to be taken into account in estimating the functional integral-.
To conclude we shall summarise some of the most recent results
6t)
concerning the determinants. Basically, they relate determinants constructed for tensor product instantons to determinants constructed from
the factors in the tensor product. For example, for SU(2) v/e have
(for the tensor product of two 2

-UD*K-I>*)-

dimensional representations)

-tlK»«^C-e£ ) -i~K+ (w$ *«>*)

•
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v

u a** (-&«>)• >o J*nW-&») - ***** (M» "*® )

where the bracketed subscript refers to the dimension of the SU(2)
representation, M^ , Mg

are the antisymmetric and symmetric parts of

a matrix related to<|Y) (eq(26), V =b+b (b as in eqs(9)and(10)) and
f=Ra+bxr (a+bx)J

. But, since the one dimensional representation is

the trivial one we have:
JU ! > * ( - & £ > ) s

- J J U S * (Ms -*?©*)

* |\fe*jl^^'»^^^M^)+CwiuK

(27)

and
J U » * ( - D ^ ) * - C Ui^t+(Msv®v)-JUllfV^A ^®^)

+ -S fA uu^)**%i~*yp*) + w h

C28)

the latter being the desired result for the adjoint representation of
SU(2). The quantities appearing on the right hand sides of eqs(27) and
(28) have not yet been explicitly evaluated. However, since it is possible
to form any given representation by tensor products in several different
ways (e.g. (2 0 2 ) = (3)f ( 3 © 3 ) A = (3) ) there may be useful relationships between different Integrals involving the instanton parameters.
Exploiting these relations may lead to more useful formulae than (27)
and (28).
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